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A group of people fight to survive in a zombie-infested town. In East Mission, Oregon, the Hit Point
reporter Chase Carter and the camerawoman Jordan are covering stories from the people in
quarantine of a zombie outbreak. The FEZA is using the vaccine Zombrex to inoculate the victims
and Chase tries to interview Crystal LaRourke that is on the location. Out of the blue, the patients
turn into zombies and Jordan flees with the Hit Point car, leaving Chase behind. He follows Crystal
chased by zombies and she stumbles upon Maggie, a woman in shock that has just lost her
daughter. They seek shelter in a loan store while Jordan arrives in the border but is sent to
quarantine. While the military under the command of General Lyons want to bomb the city since
Zombrex is ineffective, Chase, Crystal and Maggie fight to reach the border. Chase discovers a
secret about Crystal while Jordan discloses the real intention of General Lyons. It is just a movie to
me.. you don't feel the scare & excitement. The effects were not that real. The actors were not
serious they just act especially the TV presenter & that writer setting next to her also the sequence
of the situations are expected and boring unlike other movies. Also they just want to get rid of the
actors in a very old fashion way (for example the mother and her daughter she didn't care about
losing her daughter in the beginning of the movie but then she showed later that she wants her so
bad. Also that man one who killed by nife. Also the reporter who took pictures of the Asian family
without showing some tears and when they killed she cried) !?!? Dead Rising: Watchtower is NOT a
film about zombie Jehovah's witnesses, knocking on doors, handing out copies of their magazine
before chowing down on unsuspecting homeowners. That would have made for a far more original
movie than this, which is routine medium-budget zombie fare from start to finish.

Inspired by the popular video game Dead Rising, Watchtower opens promisingly enough, with a fun
'drop the viewer in the middle of the action' scene in which online reporter Chase Carter outruns a
zombie horde, battles a zombie cop, and comes face-to-face with an axe wielding zombie clown. Cut
to a few days earlier, and we join Chase and his camerawoman at work, filming a story about a
zombie suppressant called Zombrex, which prevents those bitten from 'turning'. While they are
there, the drug suddenly loses its effectiveness, resulting in a new outbreak.

What follows is a 'seen it all many times before' fight for survival against ravenous flesh eaters,
Chase joining forces with a pretty infected woman (a user of Zombrex) and a bereaved mother
(Virginia Madsen). Meanwhile, unscrupulous military types put into motion a plan to secretly control
the populace. Yadda yadda yadda.

The film boasts decent production values and a reasonable cast, and director Zach Lipovsky pulls off
a couple of neat set-pieces (Chase mowing down zombies with a sledgehammer/rotary saw combo,
and his tense escape from a forklift truck surrounded by the undead), but the film is hampered by its
derivative plot, an over-reliance on CGI gore, and the fact that it is waaayyy too long at just two
minutes short of two hours.

5.5/10, rounded up to 6 for the zombie clown's 'death'. 497e39180f 
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